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Electron paramagnetic resonance detection by time-locked subsampling
James S. Hyde,a) Hassane S. Mchaourab, Theodore G. Camenisch, Joseph J. Ratke,
Robert W. Cox, and W. Froncisz
Biophysics Research Institute, Medical College of Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53226-0509

~Received 20 March 1998; accepted for publication 29 April 1998!

A detection method for electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy is described that permits
simultaneous acquisition of multiple in- and out-of-phase harmonics of the response to
magnetic-field modulation for both dispersion and absorption:~i! conversion of the microwave
carrier to an intermediate frequency~IF! carrier; ~ii ! subsampling of the IF carrier by an
analog-to-digital converter four times inK IF cycles whereK is an odd integer;~iii ! dividing the
digital words into two streams, odd indexes in one and even in the other, followed by sign inversion
of every other word in each stream; and~iv! feeding the two streams to a computer for the digital
equivalent of phase-sensitive detection~PSD!. The system is broadbanded, in the frequency domain,
with narrow banding for improved signal-to-noise ratio occurring only at the PSD step. All gains
and phases are internally consistent. The method is demonstrated for a nitroxide spin label. A
fundamental improvement is achieved by collecting more information than is possible using a single
analog PSD. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0034-6748~98!03707-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Field modulation was introduced into continuous wa
~cw! resonance by Blochet al.,1 who considered it as a sinu
soidal time domain modulation of the resonance condition
large modulation amplitude was used in Ref. 1 in order
display the resonance on an oscilloscope. Bloembergenet al.
introduced phase-sensitive detection of the field-modula
signal2 using a low modulation amplitude. After phas
sensitive detection, a signal is detected that asymptotic
approaches the shape of the derivative of the resonance
as the modulation amplitude approaches zero. Analysis
field modulation in the frequency domain3 provided an alter-
nate perspective: field modulation is like frequency modu
tion of the source, resulting in modulation sidebands incid
on the sample. Signals are detected not only when the r
nance condition of each sideband is satisfied, but also f
intermodulation combinations.

The use of field modulation methods to investigate n
linear phenomena was based on a theoretical model in
duced by Portis.4 Hyde extended the Portis theory an
pointed out that this model permitted determination ofT1 in
magnetically dilute paramagnets5,6 by observing the phas
and shape of the dispersion signal using suitable modula
frequencies and amplitudes. Mailer and Taylor used
method to measureT1 in cytochromec.7 This perspective
was extended by Hyde and Dalton, who used the line sh
of the first-harmonic dispersion out-of-phase signal to de
mine rotational correlation times of spin-labeled macrom
ecules in the range of 1023– 1027 s.8 Later, Hyde and Tho-
mas showed that the second-harmonic absorption ou
phase signals were also sensitive to rotational diffusion
this range.9 This particular variant is widely used today. Th
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use of modulation phenomena to study slow rotational dif
sion is called saturation-transfer electron paramagnetic r
nance~ST-EPR!. Hyde and Thomas also pointed out that t
first-harmonic out-of-phase absorption signal was a fav
ableT1-sensitive display.9

It was apparent to workers in this field that it would b
desirable to detect in- and out-of-phase signals simu
neously at the first and second harmonics of both disper
and absorption—requiring eight phase-sensitive detec
~PSD! with equalized gains and well-controlled phase
However, not only were costs prohibitive, but also divisi
of the signal into eight paths would reduce the signal-
noise ~SNR! ratio unless a low-noise microwave amplifie
~LNA ! was introduced into the signal pathway.

More recently, the need for simultaneous detection
several harmonics in and out of phase for both absorp
and dispersion was reinforced by the introduction of mu
quantum EPR.10,11In one form of this method, which uses n
field modulation, two time-locked microwave frequenci
are incident on the sample. They are closely spaced wi
the homogeneous linewidth. The relationship between t
domain and frequency domain perspectives for this irrad
tion is given by the trigonometric identity:

~1/2!cos~v1Dv!t1~1/2!cos~v2Dv!t5cosDvt cosvt.
~1!

This irradiation pattern causes the spin system to genera
series of intermodulation sidebands at frequencies given
Eq. ~2!, wheren is a positive integer,

vk5v6~2n11!Dv. ~2!

It was again apparent that broadband detection apparatus
desirable to permit simultaneous collection of all signal sid
bands.

il-
2 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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2623Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 69, No. 7, July 1998 Hyde et al.
This paper describes the successful solution of this lo
standing technical problem. We introduce the method
time-locked subsampling~TLSS! detection. It ideally con-
sists of the following steps:

~i! Use of a LNA to establish the noise floor of the sign
x( f 0 ,t) ~see Fig. 1!.

~ii ! Synthesis of a microwave local oscillator frequen
( f 01 f IF) that is time locked to an intermediate frequencyf IF

away from the signal oscillator. Time locking means that
frequencies have a fixed known temporal relation; for
ample, cos(2pf0t) and cos@2p(f01f IF)t# always start at the
value 1 whent50. Time locking is necessary to preser
phase information in the signals.

~iii ! Mixing the signal to an IF carrier atf IF as in con-
ventional superheterodyne detection.

~iv! Synthesizing a new sampling frequency that is tim
locked to f IF at a frequency given by

f s5 f IF

4

2K11
. ~3!

Any value ofK>0 is permissible; 3 was used in this articl
f s5(4/7)f IF .

~v! Analog-to-digital~A/D! conversion atf s . As will be
shown in detail, in the frequency domain the signal n
resides in the bandpass from 0→ f s/2 Hz. The A/D converter
must be preceded by a bandpass filter centered atf IF that
matches this width.

~vi! Shuffling the digitized words~see Fig. 1! as follows:
every other odd point is sign reversed and the odd data st
in one array. Similarly, every other even point is sign
versed and the even data stored in a different location. T
entire process constitutes, to this point, detection of mic
wave dispersion and absorption. The process in the time
main is illustrated in Fig. 2.

~vii ! Feeding the two data trains, for a given static fie
setting, to a PC, and cross correlating with sinusoidal
cosinusoidal wave forms of as many harmonics of the mo
lation as desired consistent with the bandwidth. This is ma
ematically identical to phase-sensitive detection at all h
monics in and out of phase. This process is illustra
schematically in Fig. 3 for 14.3 kHz field modulation. In Fi
3 the notation introduced by Thomaset al.12 is illustrated:
viz. U, V for dispersion, absorption; prime to denote out
phase, and subscript to denote harmonic number. In this
cess all desired information has been carried in a broadb
of frequencies, and narrow banding occurs at the momen

FIG. 1. Signal path for TLSS detection.U(t) andV(t) stream directly to a
computer for signal processing.
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cross correlation. The analog of the time constant of the P
is a digital smoothing filter.

~viii ! Step the field, repeat, and store.
TLSS detection was introduced into magnetic resona

by Stormontet al.13 in the context of magnetic resonanc
imaging ~MRI! and patented.14 It is used in GE Signa MRI
scanners. The abstract and the patent are limited in detail
to our knowledge no full paper has appeared. The met
has never been used in EPR or for the detection, in
context, to the best of our knowledge, of periodically mod
lated signals. For detection of such signals, there are c
straints that require the modulation period to be time lock
to f IF . Pohidaet al. used some aspects of the method
detection of pulse EPR, but did not use subsampling.15 It is
this feature that makes detection of bothU and V modes
using a single A/D converter and a single signal pathw
possible, which is the main claim of the patent.14 The method
is not well known in the conventional signal processing
erature, although it has been discussed in a number of t

FIG. 2. K50: Conventional baseband digital detection in the time doma
K51,2,... : TLSS detection. Digitized words obtained at the solid circ
constitute a signal stream that is in quadrature with the signal stream
digitized words obtained at the open circles.

FIG. 3. Computer-based signal processing ofU(t) and V(t) from Fig. 1.
Prime denotes out of phase with respect to the field-modulation freque
and its harmonics; subscripts define the harmonic.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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2624 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 69, No. 7, July 1998 Hyde et al.
journal articles in recent years,16,17 apparently because of it
utility in modern digital communications.

In the following sections, the theory of TLSS detectio
is presented, apparatus is described for TLSS detectionX
band, and initial experimental results are presented.

II. THEORY

A. Bandpass sampling

A theoretical analysis of magnetic resonance in the p
ence of a time-varying magnetic field parallel to the sta
field, referred to as field modulation or Zeeman modulati
has been presented in the context of the Bloch equations3 as
well as in the context of the density matrix formalism.18 In
the frequency domain the transverse magnetization can
expanded as a Fourier series

M 65Mx6 iM y5(
n

M 6
~n!e6 i ~v06nvm!t, ~4!

whereM 1 is related to the off-diagonal element of the de
sity matrix of a single transition by

M 15Tr~rba!, ~5!

and the field modulation frequencyf m[vm/2p.
Terms M 6

(n) are calculated from the Bloch equation
Equation~4! transforms the differential equations into a s
of 3N coupled algebraic equations. The number of harm
ics in the sum is theoretically infinite. However, for the pra
tical purposes of solving the Bloch equations or for TLS
detection, it is truncated at a certain valueN above which all
values ofM 6

(n) are considered negligible. The choice ofN is
dependent on the amplitude of the modulation fieldHm .
Thus, the signal extends symmetrically around the car
with a bandwidthBW52N fm . In cw EPR, phase-sensitiv
detection with the modulation frequency acting as a re
ence is employed to select the harmonic to be detected.

In TLSS, the frequency pattern of Eq.~4! is down-
converted to a band centered about an intermediate
quencyf IF5v IF/2p. Down conversion translates Eq.~4! to

M 65Mx6 iM y5(
n

M 6
~n!e6 i ~v IF6nvm!t. ~6!

@See Fig. 4~a!.# TermsM 6 contain amplitude and phase in
formation and are the signals to be sampled. At every h
monic, there exist four unique EPR signals:18

~a! The in-phase dispersion:Un5Mx
~n!1Mx

~2n! . ~7!

~b! The out-of-phase dispersion:Un85M y
~n!2M y

~2n! .
~8!

~c! The in-phase absorption:Vn5M y
~n!1M y

~2n! . ~9!

~d! The out-of-phase absorption:Vn85Mx
~n!2Mx

~2n! .
~10!

For signals at nonzero IF, with spectral content char
terized by a bandwidthBW, the general Nyquist theorem
requires the sampling ratef s to be at least twice the band
width; thus, f s>4N fm . The effects of sampling on the fre
quency pattern of Eq.~6! can be derived from application o
Downloaded 31 Dec 2003 to 128.231.88.2. Redistribution subject to A
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the convolution theorem. Sampling in the time domain
equivalent to multiplying the incoming signal with the fun
tion

Ss~ t !5 (
k52`

`

d~ t2kDt !, where Dt5
1

f s
. ~11!

In the frequency domain this is equivalent to convoluti
with the Fourier transform ofSs(t), Fig. 4~b!, which results
in replication of the signal as illustrated in Fig. 4~c!. The
incoming signal is down-converted to produce new band
signals centered at frequenciesf IF6k fs and 2 f IF6k fs . In
baseband sampling, low-pass filters before the A/D input
used to ensure that no frequency componentf a> f s/2 is
sampled. For bandpass sampling, all sampled frequen
separated by integer multiples off s are indistinguishable.
However, aliasing occurs if components separated by no
teger multiples off s coincide, i.e., the dotted envelopes in~c!
overlap. A hardware requirement then is to have a bandp
filter that limits the bandwidth ofM 6 and also filters out the
sum component resulting from frequency conversion occ
ring in the microwave mixer.

In addition to the conditionf s>4N fm , the values off s

are also constrained by the fact thatf IF2k fs should be
within a bandwidth off s/2 for some integerk.16 Thus,k is
chosen such that

f IF2k fs51BW/2, or f IF2k fs52BW/2. ~12!

An additional requirement is that the aliased frequency co
ponents from the2 f IF6k fs band do not overlap with thos
of f IF6k fs . Thus,

f IF2~k11! f s53BW/2. ~13!

The requiredf s is calculated as

FIG. 4. Frequency domain signal processing schematics. Convolution o
patterns of harmonics~a! with the sampling function~b! results in repeated
replication of the original signal~c!. Since negative frequencies do not exis
the left side of~c! folds over onto the right. Conventional baseband det
tion is centered at zero frequency. The frequency axes in~a!, ~b!, and ~c!
have different units for convenience of representation.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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2625Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 69, No. 7, July 1998 Hyde et al.
f s54
f IF

4k61
. ~14!

Equation~14! can be rewritten as

f s54
f IF

2K11
, ~15!

for someK51,2,... . Here,K52k if the plus sign in Eq.~14!
is used, andK52k21 if the minus sign is used. For evenK,
the frequencies aroundf IF are aliased to the band (0,BW);
for odd K, they are aliased to the band (2BW,0).

B. Separation of U and V—the ‘‘word shuffle’’

The use of an intermediate frequency defined by Eq.~15!
allows the separation of the in- and out-of-phase compon
of the signal, the word shuffle. Using Eq.~15! we find that
the term

eiv IFt5@~21!Ki #m, for t5
m

f s
. ~16!

For odd values ofK this is also equivalent to

e2 i ~p/2! f st5~2 i !m. ~17!

Thus, in Eq. ~6!, the term e6 iv IFt can be replaced by
e7 i (p/2) f st for t5m/ f s . The total signal at the input of th
A/D converter is S5M 11M 2 . If S is multiplied by
ei (p/2) f st we obtain

Sei ~p/2! f st5(
n

@M 1
~n!einvmt1M 1

~2n!e2 invmt

1M 2
~n!e2 invmt~21!n1M 2

~2n!einvmt

~21!m#. ~18!

If S is multiplied bye2 i (p/2) f st,

Se2 i ~p/2! f st5(
n

@M 1
~n!einvmt~21!m1M 1

~2n!e2 invmt

~21!m1M 2
~n!e2 invmt1M 2

~2n!einvmt#.

~19!

Subtracting Eqs.~18! and~19!, we find for odd sample points
(m52r 11),

S@~2r 11!Dt#~21!r52F(
n

@2~M y
~n!1M y

~2n!!cos~nvmt !

12~Mx
~n!2Mx

~2n!!sin~nvmt !#G ,
~20!

i.e., for odd time points in the sampling series, the measu
signal consists of a sum of the absorption signals, Eqs.~9!
and~10!. For even sample points (m52r ), adding Eqs.~18!
and ~19!:

S~2rDt !~21!r5(
n

@2~Mx
~n!1Mx

~2n!!cos~nvmt !

22~M y
~n!2M y

~2n!!sin~nvmt !#, ~21!
Downloaded 31 Dec 2003 to 128.231.88.2. Redistribution subject to A
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i.e., for even time points in the series, the dispersion com
nents are detected@Eqs.~7! and~8!#. For the case of evenK,
the sign of Eq.~20! changes. The factor (2) r in Eqs. ~20!
and ~21! shows that the sign of every other sample point
inverted. Therefore, not only doU and V need to be sepa
rated but the sign has to be reversed.

The output of the A/D converter is then separated in
two data streams, each of which is a sum of sinusoids
cosinusoids according to Eqs.~19! and~20!. If the maximum
number of harmonics in the sum, also defined by the ba
width, is N, then for every modulation cycle a total of a
least 4N data points have to be collected, 2N for U and 2N
for V. It is advisable, however, to pickf s and f m such that
f s / f m.4N. Subsequent digital cross correlation separa
the harmonic constituents of each channel.

III. METHODS

Figure 5 illustrates a Varian E101X-band EPR micro-
wave bridge that has been modified for TLSS detection. F
ure 5 shows inputs at the field-modulation frequencyf m , the
A/D sampling frequencyf s , and the local oscillator~LO!
frequency f 01 f IF , where f IF is an intermediate frequenc
and f 0 is the klystron frequency. Frequenciesf m , f s , f IF ,
and f LO are generated in the synthesizer array~Fig. 6!. Fre-
quenciesf m , f s , and f IF are derived from a common cloc
and are, therefore, ‘‘time locked.’’

As is apparent from the theory section, there are a nu
ber of constraints on the choice off m , f s , and f IF , If the
A/D conversion rate and either the number of harmonics
the field-modulation frequency are fixed, other paramet
are predetermined. Frequencies and other key parameter
shown in Table I for the experiments described here.

A conventional 70 kHz automatic frequency contr
~AFC! was used to lock the klystron frequency to the loop

FIG. 5. Microwave bridge with TLSS detection. Frequenciesf m , f IF , and
f s are derived from synthesizers that have a common clock.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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2626 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 69, No. 7, July 1998 Hyde et al.
gap resonator~LGR! frequency~details not shown!. A LNA
with 20 dB gain~Miteq AMF-2S-8596-4, Hauppauge, NY!
was used to amplify the signal reflected from the resona
A key aspect of the TLSS concept is the requirement to ra
the noise floor above that of the detection system. See
19 for a discussion of noise considerations with LNAs in
context of EPR spectroscopy.

It was decided to stream all data directly into the P
memory in order to preserve maximum flexibility in sign
processing including the word shuffle and cross correlat
The A/D card~WIN-30PGL, UEI, Watertown, MA! is speci-
fied at 1 MHz, 12 bit, with streaming capability to 1 MHz
We were unable to achieve this rate of streaming, appare
because of our requirement to use an external rather
internal clock to generatef s . In our hands, the samplin
limit was approximately 350 kHz and it was decided eve
tually to digitize at 286 kHz. This unanticipated technic
problem was encountered after the bandpass filter center
the IF ~500.5 kHz!, Fig. 5, had been designed. As a cons
quence, it has a bandwidth that is twice the theoretica
desirable width of 143 kHz, which results in aliasing of noi

FIG. 6. Block diagram of the frequency synthesizer array.

TABLE I. Frequencies.

f IF5500.5 kHz~the intermediate frequency!
f s5286 kHz ~the sampling frequency!
f m514.3 kHz~the field-modulation frequency!
f 058.9 GHz~the microwave frequency!
BW5143 kHz ~filter bandwidth!
f s / f IF54/7 ~the subsampling ratio!
f s / f m520 ~10 samples inU and 10 in V!
Downloaded 31 Dec 2003 to 128.231.88.2. Redistribution subject to A
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and can be expected to degrade the performance by abo
dB.

The LGR ~Fig. 5! is of the two-loop–one-gap type.20

The effective sample volume is 1ml. The resonator effi-
ciency parameterL ~Ref. 21! is about 6. See Ref. 22 for
review of LGRs.

Generation of the local oscillator frequency~Fig. 6! used
the technology that was developed earlier for multiquant
EPR.23 The HP 3326A synthesizer~Hewlett–Packard, Palo
Alto, CA! provides two quadrature outputs that drive the
ports of a single sideband modulator~SSM! ~Anaren 90338-
DC, East Syracuse, NY!. The voltage levels, relative phas
shift, and dc offsets were adjusted for minimal carrier lea
age ~at f 0! and spurious sideband generation using
HP8564E spectrum analyzer. A microwave power amplifi
~Miteq AMF-3B-8596-20P! with a gain of 20 dB resulted in
a LO output level of110 dBm. This output drives a doubl
balanced mixer~Watkins–Johnson WJ-M80C, Palo Alto
CA!. This mixer has a 0 dBm compression point, which
desirable when using a LNA. However, 3 dB was sacrific
by the use of this type of mixer; an image-reject mixer
desirable. The two IF amplifiers following the mixer hav
gains of 28 and 20 dB, respectively.

In a typical EPR experiment, the field was scanned in
min with data streamed directly to disk at a rate of 286 0
points or 572 000 bytes per second, resulting in a 137 Mb
binary data file corresponding to over 68 million data poin
The field was swept linearly, and this file was divided in
1024 blocks corresponding to 1024 field positions. Ea
block, consisting of 66 960 points, was divided into six su
blocks of 11 160 data points and these six sub-blocks w
averaged. At this stage in the signal processing, the w
shuffle process was carried out as described previously
sulting in U- andV-mode signals. Cross correlation was a
complished by multiplying theU andV arrays by computer-
generated sines and cosines atn fm wheren varied from 1 to
4 and the field modulation frequencyf m was 14.3 kHz. The
resulting numbers were stored, and this process repe
1024 times to generate spectra. It was found under the n
saturating conditions used in the present experiment that
of-phase signals with respect to the field modulation were
negligible intensity, and therefore, phases of detected
monics were rotated by software for maximum intensity.U-
and V-mode phases were subsequently rotated by softw
for line shapes of the required symmetry, i.e., even and o
Representative spectra obtained by this process are show
Fig. 7. In principle, results should not be dependent on
length of the six sub-blocks. A different number of su
blocks with corresponding different lengths should yield t
same final result, which was verified experimentally.

IV. RESULTS

Figure 7 shows eight spin-label spectra that were
quired simultaneously in a single sweep of the magnetic fi
using TLSS detection: dispersion and absorption, first f
harmonics in phase. A field-modulation amplitude of 1.5
at 14.3 kHz was used along with an estimated microwa
field intensity at the sample in the rotating frame of 0.2
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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The incident microwave power on the LGR was 1 mW. T
peak-to-peak linewidth for the sample~1024 M TEMPO in
H2O at room temperature! using a low-field-modulation am
plitude is 1.2 G. Under conditions used to obtain Fig. 7,
modulation amplitude was close to the value that yields
largest possible first-harmonic signals,V1 ,U1 .

The noise is about the same for both dispersion and
sorption, and was independent of incident microwave po
under the conditions used to obtain Fig. 7. The limiting no
source has not been firmly established, but noise appea
be determined by the noise figure of the low-noise mic
wave amplifier~see Fig. 5!. It was experimentally verified
that the noise in Fig. 7 is 3 dB higher than would be the c
if an image-reject mixer had been employed to down-conv
to the intermediate frequency. Mixers of this type are co
mercially available. At higher incident power, for examp
10 mW, microwave phase noise dominates in bothU- and
V-mode displays. A low-noise Gunn diode oscillator of t
type described in Ref. 24 could, in principle, be used
reduce the phase noise by about 20 dB compared with
klystron used here.

The overall SNR compared with conventional homody
detection using 14.3 kHz field-modulation frequency is ab
the same, extrapolated to estimates of the same effectiv
tegrating time constants. However, more detailed analys
appropriate since the effective filters in the two detect
processes do not have the same characteristics in the
quency domain.

When the field modulation amplitude was increased,
amplitude of the higher harmonics increased, as expec
The individual displays in Fig. 7 can be converted from ev
to odd symmetry, or vice versa, by a Hilbert transform wi
out changing the noise amplitude. The symmetry can also
changed by transformations that have filtering characte
tics including integration, differentiation, and pseud
modulation.25 Signals can be combined for improve
resolution25 or improved SNR. As expected, noise in th
eight spectra is incoherent.

The condition f s>4N fm ~see the theory section! was
experimentally investigated. In the present experiment,
points are digitized for each field-modulation cycle, limitin
the number of harmonics that can be detected without a

FIG. 7. Example of eight spectra of a nitroxide radical spin label produ
using TLSS detection in a single sweep of the magnetic field. The nota
is defined in Fig. 3.
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ing to four. The field-modulation amplitude was increased
order to increase the intensity of higher harmonics. Alias
of higher harmonics was indeed observed, which indica
the importance of the bandpass filter before the A/D c
verter ~see Fig. 5!. A further experimental check of aliasin
was carried out by reducing the field-modulation frequen
to 4.5 kHz such that 64 points were digitized for each fie
modulation cycle. As expected, aliasing was not observe

An unexpected but understandable phase anomaly
observed during the rotation by software that was carried
in order to obtain pure dispersion and absorption sign
Since the dispersion data stream is shifted in time from
absorption data streams by one digitization period~i.e., 1/f s

53.5ms!, field-modulation phases differ by 2pn fm /
f s rad/s, which is 18° for the signal at the field-modulatio
frequency in the present experiment comparing dispers
with absorption.

In conventional EPR spectrometers, the AFC system
used to make the instrument sensitive to small change
either the real or imaginary component of the microwa
reflection coefficient of the resonator. See, for example, R
26. The absorption and dispersion signals are in phase
respect to these real and imaginary reflection coefficie
respectively. It is possible, in principle, to use the same st
egy in TLSS detection. In the experiment described here
conventional 70 kHz frequency-modulation AFC was us
locking the klystron to the resonant frequency of the LG
We attempted to use the 70 kHz signal in the TLSS sig
channel to set the phase for detection of either theU or V
modes, but were unsuccessful. However, by introducing
additional frequency modulation at 20 kHz, it was possib
to use the resulting signal as seen in the TLSS signal cha
to set theU andV phases precisely. It seems certain that u
of a higherf s will permit setting of phases using the conve
tional 70 kHz AFC system. It appears quite feasible for t
entire AFC system to be based on TLSS detection.

V. DISCUSSION

The goal of the work described in this paper was
establish the principles of TLSS detection of EPR sign
produced by field modulation and to demonstrate initial e
perimental results. The choice of field-modulation frequen
14.3 kHz, was based solely on the specifications of an A
converter that happened to be on hand. The intent of
paper was to describe experiments designed to establish
feasibility for future development of TLSS detection usin
100 kHz field modulation.

In conventional EPR spectrometers, the data are i
very broad bandwidth at the microwave detector. The ba
width is narrowed to about 5 kHz in the input amplificatio
stage of the 100 kHz PSD, and is narrowed again to, ty
cally, 1 Hz by the integrating time constant of the PSD. T
reason for the 5 kHz filter was a concern about the nonlin
response of the final amplifiers to the broad spectrum
noise from the microwave detector. This engineering c
cern has never, however, been rigorously investigated.
technological risk of TLSS detection, which is an intrins
cally broadband method, was that it would be subject to n
linearities that would convert input noise to the frequenc
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of interest. Thus far, no problems of this nature have b
found.

An additional technological risk lay in introduction o
noise by the various frequency synthesizers. Synthesi
have poor noise specifications relative to high-quality fun
mental oscillators. The strategy was to use sufficient mic
wave amplification prior to IF conversion that the noise flo
would be well above any noise introduced by the IF synt
sizer, the microwave mixer, the synthesizer that provides
A/D conversion rate, or the A/D converter itself. This stra
egy was in general successful, but a careful enginee
study of noise introduced at each of these stages in the s
channel path is appropriate as the next phase in develop
of TLSS detection for EPR usage.

Still another issue with respect to noise is that TL
detection is effectively a modern version of superheterod
detection, which is known to be sensitive to microwa
phase noise. The gain of the LNA and the performance of
IF mixer determine the sensitivity to phase noise of the
crowave source. The LGR used in the experiments descr
here decreases the overall sensitivity to phase noise rel
to use of a conventional cavity resonator, and use of a L
increases the sensitivity because of its improved noise fig
On balance, the klystron was not a limiting source of noise
the experiments described here where the incident power
1 mW.

The amplitude of the IF carrier depends on the misma
of the cavity resonator. This level is critical in at least thr
respects:~i! over ranging of the A/D converter can occur;~ii !
the IF level affects the sensitivity to microwave phase no
and ~iii ! the IF level serves to dither the information of in
terest across the quantitization levels of the A/D conver
An A/D converter with greater resolution than used he
which was 12 bits, is desirable and we anticipate using a
bit A/D converter in the future.

For experiments described here, the field was swept c
tinuously and data were streamed directly into a PC
digitally filtered in the temporal dimension. Ideally, the fie
would be stepped and acquisition of a data set would oc
within the field interval before stepping to the next fie
point. No filtering in the field domain was employed to pr
duce Fig. 7, but that could have been done. Complete in
pendence of filtering in time and in field exists in TLS
detection. This is unlike the conventional analog experim
where the field is swept continuously and a 12 dB/octa
analog filter is employed that combines filtering in time a
in field. An interesting application of independent tempo
and field filtering would be cross correlation with the fiel
modulation frequency in the time domain and cross corre
tion with a known spectrum in the field domain for quan
tative determination of the amount of the known spec
present. Other advantages of TLSS detection are that the
can readily be inspected for abnormal spikes or environm
tal interference that could be specifically removed before
tering, and that filtering can be optimized after acquisiti
rather than by estimation of filter settings prior to acqui
tion.

TLSS detection is used routinely in MRI scanners ma
by GE Medical Systems in a signal processing environm
Downloaded 31 Dec 2003 to 128.231.88.2. Redistribution subject to A
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that is similar to that of EPR. It is thus established that TL
detection is a commercially reliable method. We have
deavored to be conservative in this discussion by objectiv
pointing out various possible problems. Nevertheless, we
convinced that TLSS detection is, indeed, the modern dig
approach to EPR spectroscopy and that it will beco
widely used.

The principal advantages of TLSS detection are~i! im-
proved filtering,~ii ! collection of dispersion and absorptio
simultaneously, and~iii ! collection of fundamental as well a
harmonic responses to field modulation. Fundamenta
these three advantages individually and in concert incre
the SNR in the linear~low microwave power! regime. At
higher microwave power, the response in and out of phas
the various harmonics for both dispersion and absorp
with consistent phases and amplitudes constitute collec
of information that reflects the nonlinear response of the s
system.
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